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What a year it has been, it is hard to know where to start to describe the resilience and

commitment that surrounded me at Impande during this pandemic year. After the

instruction from President Ramaphosa for impending national lockdown, we quickly got

our construction material orders in and delivered to sites and isolated at our homes. Our

construction teams are not found of sitting idle and so they are agreed to isolate in

bubbles on site to keep the ECD centre building projects moving. After a few days at

home and keen to ensure we could keep our nutrition provision running seamlessly we

realised that we could issue our own ‘essential services’ permits that would get us

through the police checkpoints and enable us to start fieldwork again. By Monday 5th

April our team were back out in the field, and with some adjustments to our ECD

network distribution plan we were able to start getting nutrition and PPE to all corners of

UGU district and Winnie Madikizela Mandela (formerly called mBizana) municipality. 

It was heartening to see our ECD network strategy come into its own during lockdown

and remind us why we do what we do. Having a strong database of ECD centres

throughout the areas we work and having already established meeting and distribution

points meant that we were able to get resources such as PPE and nutrition delivered

very quickly to the whole district. Our team became delivery drivers and logistics co-

ordinators, our depth of data grew and we became adept at remote data collection. We

setup a whatsapp chatbot service that enabled us to stay connected with members and

soon realised the potential we had to reach further than ever before through our ECD

network to reach parents in their homes. We reached them with LEGO six bricks and

Bookdash and sent a note to ask them to engage our whatsapp chatbot which was

setup to get feedback from them as well as show them activities to do with their children

using the resources. This was an exciting example of how the pandemic forced us to try

new things and reach further than we thought possible. 

. . C O N T
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We have also been busy supporting National DSD in partnership with Nelson Mandela

Foundation to rollout the Vangasali campaign seeking to find and register every ECD

service in the country. This is an exciting opportunity to embed all the learning and work

we have been doing on ECD registration over the past 7 years at a national scale. With

the impending shift of the ECD function from Department of Social Development to

Department of Basic Education we hope that there is limited service delivery

interruptions to ECD services and that the sector continues to grow in government

support.

The pandemic has had a lot of negative consequences for the communities we serve

with the second wave driven by the Beta variant being particularly deadly in rural

communities for the elderly and those with co-morbidities. Females have also been in

more danger from the pandemic of gender based violence that surrounds us in south

africa and the ECD workforce sadly has not been immune. But research and media

articles talking about large numbers of ECD centres unable to ever reopen where

foreign to our experience on the ground in our areas. We supported our ECD centres to

successfully reopen in September 2020 and then apply for the presidential economic

stimulus grants. With schools opening and closing and having week on and week off

schedules for children, ECD attendance numbers are naturally down from what they

were before but hopefully with time that will self-correct. We long for the days when we

can get back to convening network meetings where we can meet together and rejoice in

the ladies who carry the future of South Africa on their shoulders with extraordinary

passion and commitment.

B R I A N  L I G G E T T

Impande South Africa Director
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Our regular nutrition programme of 7 tonnes of fortified
porridge distributed monthly to 7000 children through 230
unfunded ECD centres from April 2020 to date.
100 tonnes of fortified porridge distributed in November to
4000 households through ECD centres in Umzumbe.
Food Vouchers to 100 unfunded ECD centres for both
children and practitioners for 5 months.
An additional 13 tonnes of food distributed to over 5000
children in Bizana area

With the closing down of ECD centres child nutrition was of great
concern. The most immediate requirement was mobilising our
team for the distribution of food relief to ECD centres. From there
the food was distributed to families of children who would
normally attend the ECD centres. We reached 11 000 children
with nutritional support.

Distribution of nutritional support included the following:

NUTRITION | WATER & SANITATION

>R8 mil
in resources have been

distributed

"Five children in our household will benefit from this
porridge. It will give the young ones the nutrition they need
to fight the flu. The epidemic has struck. The children's
father has lost his job and has not received UIF. We don't
know how we will survive in this family."

Rainwater harvesting installed at 158 ECD centres.
Personal protective equipment (PPE) to 1200 ECD
practitioners
Reopening packs to 100 unfunded ECD centres with PPE
and cleaning materials.

Water and sanitation support was provided to ECD Centres in
anticipation of reopening in September 2020. 

"Two children will benefit from this porridge. It will help the
children to get vitamins and grow well. Covid has treated us
badly. Now we are living only on the one child grant as no
one is working anymore.”
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To continue providing support during the pandemic we set up an ECD
Whatsapp help desk within the first weeks of lockdown. At the start we
used a mobile phone but the line quickly became so busy that it was
impossible for one staff member to manage. We therefore signed up for
Whatsapp api software from Turn.io in order to allow for various team
members to respond to enquiries on their desktops. Using Turn has been
very beneficial but it has  involved a steep learning curve. We have also
had to allocate an intern fulltime to man the help desk daily as messages
need  to be responded to within 24 hours. 

The help desk currently supports 550 ECD centres. We have been
surprised with the amount of practitioners and community members that
have made use of our Whatsapp help line. It seems that if users do not
have Whatsapp on their own phones they have been able to find
someone else’s phone to use. We also see that users, who live in areas
with poor network, access the help line when they are in town. 

To date the total number of users is 3900. We have had 303 centres
access our help desk for information on ECD and Covid. In addition
centres have responded to enquiries about water, sanitation and
reopening. When it comes to parents and guardians, our statistics show
that 690 users have accessed information on ECD and 711 users
information on child protection. 

One of the topics that resulted in many responses from parents and
guardians was a set of questions about how the porridge they received
benefitted them and how the household had been affected by the
pandemic. We have also utilised this technology in a partnership
programme with National DSD and Nelson Mandela Foundation to
improve ECD registration across the country. Here we have had 1496
users.

550
E C D  C E N T R E S  A R E
S U P P O R T E D
T H R O U G H  T H E
H E L P  D E S K

Vangasali was launched at the beginning of June 2020 as a
national campaign which seeks to ensure all ECD services are
registered in order to receive the necessary government support
that will help them deliver quality ECD services to children. 

Impande South Africa is proud to be a part of this campaign in
two roles: involvement in the consultation process and continuing
the ECD profiling work we do as part of our core operational
activities.

# E V E R Y C H I L D C O U N T S
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"Us parents are happy. Thank you for
what you are doing for the children at
Siyakhula Creche. You care about us.
Keep up the good work."

REOPENING ECD CENTRES

As ECD centres prepared to reopen in September, 278
practitioners attended learning groups in UGU District and
Bizana Municipality. Here they were trained on Covid 19
procedures relating to cleaning, masks, arrival, screening,
the sick child, routines, ventilation etc. After ECD centres
had reopened we conducted another set of learning groups
in UGU District. These sessions focused on child protection;
the importance of raising awareness about ECD and
working closely with parents and guardians. 

COVID19 RELIEF
LEARNING RESOURCES

25500 Book Dash books to 8000 households for
children to read at home.
2100 LEGO six bricks packs and 75 classroom boxes
for centres and homes.

We have successfully distributed learning resources - LEGO
Six Bricks and Book Dash - to 8500 children in UGU District
and Mbizana Local Municipality. Our parent support desk is
setup to provide parents with information on how to use the
resources as well as progress on the opening of ECD
Centres. 

"We are still able to sit down for morning ring or to read a story. The challenge is
playtime. What we do is allow children to play freely outside."



VIKELA UMNTWANA
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With children out of ECD centres we identified that the most vulnerable families in society will have little ability to
safeguard against the great risk of abuse, neglect and malnutrition. The Vikela Umntwana project was therefore
developed as a strategic response to the National Lockdown. Impande’s child protection strategy is based around
mobilising community-based organisations, Learning Groups and Youth Interns. These groups are the eyes and
ears on the ground to identify vulnerable children and connect them with nutrition, social services, traditional
leaders and any other necessary services.

The project revealed widespread issues around lack of ID documents and families not accessing the child support
grant. It has been encoraging to witness the important role that ECD practitioners can have when it comes to child
protection, particularly if they are given adequate support. Although community members engaged with content on
abuse, children at risk, social grants, disabilities etc. via our help line during lockdown, very few cases were
reported. In contrast various cases were reported by ECD practitioners during our learning groups in November

"I was raped as a girl growing up. During lockdown
my 9 year old daughter was raped by a community
member. I am struggling to cope and keep on
wondering when this will stop."

CHILD PROTECTION CAMPAIGN

With ECD Centres now reopened, the child protection programme has
continued to be a strategic objective for the Impande team and work to
support awareness within communities is still being carried out. Plans to
continue training and to provide support to ECD practitioners are already
in place. There are two areas of focus: practioners reporting child
protection cases and reaching parents and caregivers through our child
protection and ECD help line.

The child protection training has also highlighted the need for
psychosocial support to victims as well as ECD practitioners.

"The mother leaves her 3 children alone for weeks without food, clothes and supervision.
She spends most of her time with different boyfriends and she is an alcoholic."



Despite challenges created by the pandemic, our infrastructure
team continued to work on projects throughout 2020. A total of 12
full ECD centers were completed, 31 standalone classrooms as
well as 10 playgrounds. An additional 27 centers are confirmed
for the infrastructure schedule for 2021.

Impande’s infrastructure model makes use of local entrepreneurs.
Boni Ngaleka manufactures windows from his home. He has
been building and setting windows for Impande for two years
now. 

31 S T A N D A L O N E
C L A S S R O O M S  B U I L T
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INFRASTRUCTURE

BREADLINE CLASSROOMS
A total of 21 standalone classrooms were built in
partnership with Breadline Africa in the UGU district. A
further 10 standalone classrooms were completed in the
Bizana area.

"We have been running for a long time and have a lot
of children. Our challenge was that we couldn`t have

all the children inside doing an activity, different
groups had to wait outside.

There is a big veranda for the children to play but
sometimes the weather can be a problem. We really

needed this classroom; our plan is to use it for the
oldest children who will go to Grade R next year.”

 

MEET THE INFRASTRUCTURE TEAM

Boni Ngaleka manufactures windows from his home. He has
been building and setting windows for Impande for two years. 

 “I want to encourage others to start their own businesses. I
knew I could create something of quality that people needed.

That is the key. Believe in yourself.””

Nhlanhla paints ECD Centres that Impande build. He travels
and stays at the centres as it can take up to 2 weeks to

complete the paintwork. For Nhlanhla working for himself is
important because it gives him an opportunity to work within

the community. 
“If I paint the creche I feel very happy because the community

like  the  colours.  I  use bright colours that attracts (sic) people.”

NEW BUILDS IN BIZANA



Impande's policy and systems team have been part of
developing this government relief measure announced by
Department of Social Development at the beginning of
February 2021. The team worked remotely and face-to-
face during the month to support practitioners with their
applications for the relief funding, the only funding made
available so far during the pandemic.
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RELIEF FOR ECD

Nokuzola Songo, Former NAG team member and current Impande supporter shares some
interesting perspective regarding the stimulus package and her narrative of the plight of ECD

in rural communities.

ECD STIMULUS PACKAGE

As part of relief measures to cushion the impact
of the Covid19 pandemic on early childhood
development (ECD), Social Development will use
R496 million to assist the sector, which is
amongst the hardest hit.

Now and then in the work of community service, lifelines are thrown at you and they fulfil their
purpose of giving you a boost in the right direction, but they are not without their trade-off. A

chasm can be observed between intention and execution of national interventions such as in the
project of the Early Childhood Development (ECD) stimulus and local implementation. As a lifeline,

the ECD stimulus is one that will provide significant yet temporary relief to a community that
arguably provides some of the most essential services in the county; yet a community that has not
been the centre of public discourse. The ECD problem is one that precedes COVID-19 and one that

warrants intervention that is committed beyond this global health crisis.
 

At the grassroots the application process for
the stimulus was a major project and giving

ECD practitioners information about the
application was not enough. An

overwhelming majority of them needed help
for numerous reasons and in varying stages of
the application process. Impande’s WhatsApp

helpline gained traction and my colleagues
were on the phone day and night. Essentially,
the lines between work and home life blurred

for the duration of the application process.
The applicants needed support for a myriad of
reasons, which ranged from needing help and
advice on opening specific bank accounts and
email addresses for the applicant verification

process to filling in the actual application
form.

Full article at:
https://www.impande.org.za/guest-
blog/opportunities-without-access/
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"A lot of parents believe that they can
keep their children at home until they
are ready for school, these parents do
not understood the developmental
milestones."

ECD PRACTITIONERS

Thuli is the founder of Masibambisane ECD Centre
in the kwaMadlala Area. Over the years and
especially during lockdown Thuli realised that most
home environments in her community do not have
enough resources or means to support the growth
and development of children. Parents need support
since some of them are working. Thuli started to visit
parents and propose that they send their children to
the creche, while also advising them about the
importance of ECD.

Some parents expressed that they were not keen to
send their children to the Creche because of
challenges at home like unemployment, transport,
money to pay Creche fees, no clothes, not enough
food to send for snack time etc. In these
circumstances Thuli believes that the importance of
ECD outweighs such challenges and she would help
parents where possible, for example: walking with
some children to the ECD Centre or making sure
there was enough food at the Centre for snack time.

For Thuli going the extra mile meant the opportunity
to have as many children attend the ECD Centre
and that was her main priority.

GOING THE EXTRA MILE

With exception of a few practitioners that
conduct home visits and work closely with
parents the majority of practitioners shared
that they are reluctant to visit children at
home and struggle with parent participation.
As a way of providing encouragement we
have recorded some stories from selected
practitioners on how they reach out to
parents and guardians.



Our total income for the year was 10.86 million rand, 35% of which came from our main partners Impande
Norway and 21% from our new infrastructure partners Breadline Africa. The majority of this funding was for
delivery of improved infrastructure for our member organisations. In light of the pandemic and the associated
economic impacts, we are delighted that we have been able to deliver significant investments for our
member ECD centres during this year.

Our strategy has always been to catalyse significant investments for our member organisations from the
money spent to run our ECD network. Usually this is investments outside of our financial system but you will
see that now increasingly donors are also sending money through Impande to invest in member
organizations and this is more than double the amount donated for purposes of running our ECD network
programmes. Please do not hesitate to contact us for a copy of our audited financial statements for a more
detailed overview of our finances or to ask us any questions related to our finances.

WWW.IMPANDE.ORG.ZA

+27 39 682 1352

Impande South Africa is a non-profit organisation based in Port Shepstone, South Africa working with
community driven ECD services based in marginalised communities.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW


